Minutes
TC 7.6 Monitoring and Energy Performance Subcommittee
San Antonio, TX — Monday, June 53, 2012
Dennis Landsberg, Chair

1. The meeting was attended by 11 members of the TC
   Dennis Landsberg  Jim Kelsey  Michael Deru  Steven Carlson
   Hashem Akbari  Daniel Choinere  Chris Balbach  Dakers Gowens
   David Eldridge  Janice Petersen  Bruce Hunn
   5 corresponding members of the TC
   Thomas Kelly  Antonio Huizar  Adam Hinge  Jeff McClain
   Ron Nelson
   and 20 visitors.
   Maria Trcka  June Furuta  Elizabeth Joyce  Chris Baker
   Clark Denson  David Jump  Hong Pham  Kevin Christman
   Guanjing Lin  Knud Hermansen  Piljae Im  Cindy Omstead
   Aaron Smith  Mahabir Bhandari  Weimin Wang  Paolo Tronville
   Hyojin Kim  Junya Nishiguchi  Tom Webster  Pornsak Songkakul

2. STANDARDS, Guidelines
   a. Standard 100 update. Committee reviewing comments.
   c. Guideline 14 update. Committee has til July 30 to submit comments then vote for
      public review.

3. PUBLICATIONS
   a. Best Practice for Evaluating and Improving the Performance of Commercial
      Buildings scheduled Sept
   b. Standard for energy audits under development

4. BuildingEQ — progress with the pilot project was discussed. Asset rating moving slower
   than performance rating.

5. TC 7.6 has voted that this subcommittee shall be the home of the DASH Database Project.
   First 6/24/12.

6. EIA held a CBECS 2012 stakeholders meeting May 15, with several ASHRAE attendees
   (presentation attached). Anyway, they are planning to sample over 8000 buildings, and
   data collection is supposed to start April 2013.

7. Discussion of DOE National Asset Rating Program for Commercial Buildings. DOE
   Performance Database under development at PNNL.


   a. Georgia Tech and UL DQS, Inc. selected by DOE to provide certification training.
   b. Certified Practioner course/test currently available
   c. Lead Auditor course/test available in August
   d. Verifier course/test under development

12. PROGRAM —Eight tracks on “performance”.

13. Nothing new on carbon or energy trading.

14. There was no new business and were no items requiring a TC vote.